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QI
MUSIC

Qi energy healing which
can bring serenity and
calm to the mind and
love and harmony to the
heart, at the press of a
button, sounds too good
to be true. Clearing pain
and anger, both physical
and mental seems
equally impossible. Yet it
is not only those
engaged in alternative
healing who use and
heap praise on Jack
Lim’s beautiful music,
testimonials flow in also
from medical
professionals who
regularly listen to his
music meditations.

I

n November last year, Jack Lim
was honoured by a special award
from the International Qigong
Science Association at the 5th
International Conference of Qigong
in Bangkok. Jack Lim’s Qi Energy
Music has enabled so many people
around the world to experience and
understand the power of Qi. The
award recognizes his contribution to

the development and promotion of
Qigong throughout the world.
This amazing development in
Qigong healing is the result of Jack’s
endless search for better ways to
help people overcome stress and
illness. Compassion is a powerful
force that has driven Jack Lim to
boldly experiment and blaze a new
path. Jack believes he is carrying out
the wishes of the Universe, and that
the Universe supports him in his
endeavours to spread healing Qi.
Jack was born in Australia and
was sent back to China by his
parents to study Chinese culture at
the age of fourteen. 30 years later he
returned to become a bridge
between the East and West. In
bringing Qigong and Qi healing to
Australia and spreading Qi healing
through Qi Energy music, Jack Lim
believes that he has been fulfilling
his destiny
It was 25 years ago, when only
half awake on a Sunday morning,
Jack began to hear beautiful music
streaming into his consciousness.
This music he knew was to be
preserved, recorded and spread
around the world. He rose and
started to play and record the music.
As he played he could see in his
mind’s eye people around the world
holding hands and dancing, brothers

and sisters together. The feeling of
love and harmony brought tears to
his eyes. The music he recorded was
entitled ,“Inner Peace”
This music along with other
pieces came to Jack in the same
fashion, for different healing
purposes, all connected with inner
consciousness. Knowing that
strengthening the kidney energy is
an effective solution to depression,
he recorded music that carried a
flow of powerful Qi to the kidneys,
to uplift the spirit and imbue
confidence.
Jack is pleased to see that many
more people are aware of help being
at hand, so that much of the
suffering that people now go through
need not be endured. To enable
people to experience what may be
possible through Qi energy
music, Jack has recently
made a sampler with
snippets of each of his
10 CD’s which is
now available free.

For more information
jacklim@bigpond.net.au
458 Whitehorse Road,
Surrey Hills, 3127 Vic.
Samples of his music can be
heard on his website:
www.relaxationmusic.com.au
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